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Our Goal Is
“Belonging to community”

Full life in 
community

Self-direction

Choice

Person-
centeredParticipation

Integration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All of the work that we do have the same intent and helping people get self control and define quality of life, all in rooted to the concept of what's important TO and what's important FOR



What’s Important TO
•Learning how people want to love their life

•Includes feeling satisfied, content, comfort, fulfilled, and HAPPY
• Relationships (people to be with)
• Status and control (valued role)
• Rituals and routine (cultural and personal)
• Rhythm or pace of life
• Things to do and places to go (something to look forward to)
• Things to have
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Within context, Important FOR
• What others see as necessary to help the person

• Being valued (social rules, laws)
• Be a contributing member of their community (citizenship)

•Issues of health
• Prevention of illness
• Treatment of illness/medical conditions
• Promotion of wellness (diet, exercise, sobriety)

•Issues of safety
• Environment
• Well being (physical, emotional)
• Free from fear (threats, abuse)
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Health & Safety
Dictate Lifestyle

• Health & Safety
• Being Valued



All Choice, No Responsibility

• Relationships (People)
• Status & Control
• Things To Do
• Routines
• Pace Of Life
• Things To Go and Have



Balance

• Health & Safety
• Being Valued

• Relationships (People)
• Status &Control
• Things To Do
• Routines
• Pace Of Life
• Things To Go and Have



Choice and Balance
As we think about choice, we can see
◦All choice is irresponsible (happy and dead) 
◦And dictating lifestyle is unacceptable  (alive and 

miserable) 

• Good support means finding the balance
 We all have a right to make choices, even 

bad choices
 We are paid to “help people stay safe”
 Finding the balance can create conflict

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PURPOSE: To expand the key concept of balance between important to and for – SCRIPT:   Cover content on the slide:  All choice and no responsibility leads to happy, but DEAD people.  And if we are too focused on health and safety we risk dictating lifestyle, and while people are alive, they’re miserable!Good Support means working to find the balance – everyone has a right to make choices, even bad choices.  And while we are paid to “help people stay safe” it’s not our job to dictate lifestyle.  Finding the balance may lead to conflict.  TIPS:  This should be part review of the prior balance slides, part expansion/emphasising the concepts covered on those slides.  Move to next slide to expand/have conversationTIME:  2 minutes



Choice has Boundaries
•All choice includes responsibilities

•The question is always:  where should the boundaries be drawn?  
◦ The answer is impacted by many factors
◦ Imposed by society (laws, expectations/values)
◦ My Values (what is/is not ok for me and those I trust)
◦ Ripple effect (once choice created boundaries on other choices)
◦ Resource driven (how much time/money available)
◦ Risk involved

The difference is when the boundaries are set for the convenience of 
the system therefore limiting choices that meet the person’s desires:
Visiting hours, substitute caregivers available, house rules, etc.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PURPOSE: To expand the key concept of balance between important to and for – SCRIPT:  So, if All Choice is irresponsible but No Choice is unacceptable, finding the balance is a key skill – this is what all PC tools can be used to help us accomplish.Choice has boundaries for all of us – there is no unrestricted choice for anyone.  Our choices have consequences and repercussions.  The question for any of us – but especially for people we help to support – is where should the boundaries be drawn?Many things impact the answer –Some boundaries are imposed by society (like our laws, cultural values/norms or community expectations)Some are imposed by other choices we make (the work I do or the relationships I have create other boundaries:  to my resources, flexibility and/or where I live)Resources create boundaries for (what we are able to do, such as vacations)And safety – for ourselves and for those around us – also creates boundaries.  Where we draw the boundaries for those we support is not black and white, but it obviously must be on this side of being safe (for them and others) and alive!  There is no right answer; it differs for everyone.  And balance often takes creativity.TIPS:  Can give examples from your own life (e.g. how you dress or talk at work) and indicate which choices would be “all choice and no responsibility” and which might be “dictating lifestyle”  ** Keeping examples light can help people deal with concepts vs. their concern/conflict about keeping the people they support safe (e.g. I might want to wear pajama pants to work every day, but doing that impacts how seriously people take me…  Or:  I might like to watch movies in my underwear, but doing that at the theater has consequences…)MN Statute 245D is about balance, not about Choice with No Boundaries!  TIME:  3-5 minutes



Do the boundaries we impose on 
choice work – do they support 

“both/and”?

•What is the best balance for each person 
between “to” and “for”?
•Do we keep in mind that it changes –
◦ If we are successful, the person takes 
increasing responsibility.
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Creating that Balance
 If something important for us is not important to

us, we have no interest in doing it

 If something is important for us and is also 
important to us, we will do it

 If it is important for us and to someone else who is 
important to us, we will take efforts to make it 
happen

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Avoiding triggers is also included in moderation  - how many of you have had, at some point in their life, a weight loss issue?  Was it because your doctor showed you your BMI or was it because pants didn’t fit, you had an event



Meeting CMS Expectations
•Community integration
•Independence in making life choices
•Access to food 
•Visiting hours for families/friends

•Freedom to decorate and furnish
•Privacy in own bedroom, choice of roommate
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